
We look at individual cyclists and their needs and 
want to match them as well as possible. This way, 
we continuously innovate and optimize our bikes, 
so that your bike is equipped with the best 
materials and optimum comfort.  For example, the 
wheelchair has stable driving characteristics, due to 
the parking brake, and it is easy to get on and off.

The Duet wheelchair bicycle is standard equipped 
with, among other things, 3 gears, double drum 
brakes, coaster brake, parking brake, hip belt for the 
wheelchair and seat cushions.

WHEELCHAIR BIKE DUET

Bicycle & wheelchair 
in one

Huka makes your world easier. Want to know more? www.huka.nl/en

The wheelchair bicycle Duet is a unique combination of a bicycle and wheelchair that we 
have developed for both adults and children. One cycles and the other sits in the 
wheelchair at the front. Thanks to the design, pedalling and steering is light and smooth. 
Arrived at your destination? Simply disconnect the chair and it will become a separate 
manual wheelchair. Do you have specific requirements for the wheelchair bicycle? We 
adjust the wheelchair bicycle entirely to your circumstances. It is a smart solution in all 
kinds of daily situations!

Going out together in the open air

Available with electrical support the 
wheelchair part can be disconnected and 
can be used as a (push) wheelchair.

Thanks to various adjustment options, the bicycle 
can be adjusted to the posture of the passenger.

10-year warranty on the frame.*

take a
free

testride!

* Register your Huka bike once via www.huka.nl/en/warranty and get a 10 year
 warranty on the frame. Standard you get a 5 year warranty on this part and 
2 years on other components (with the exception of wear sensitive parts).



Technical specifications bicycle part wheelchair part

Crank length in mm 170

Length inner leg in mm 780-930

Tire size in inch/ ERTRO 26 x 1,75 (47-559)

Maximum load in kg 100

Total length x width in mm 2350 - 650

Maximum load total in kg 180

Seat width x seat depth in mm 450 x 400

Length inner leg in mm 100 - 550

Back height in mm 550

Maximum load in kg 100

Huka makes your world easier. Want to know more? www.huka.nl/en

Electrical support
The Duet is available with an 
auxiliary motor (PASvario). With 
the help of this drive it is easier to 
pedal and therefore less tiring. 
This silent pedal support is 
standard supplied with a drive 
help, three travel speed settings 
and a clear display.

Support & special adjustments 
In addition to the extra support 
that we can offer, such as side 
cushions, with which the seat 
depth and width can be adjusted, 

we also provide customized 
solutions. The chair is modified 
to the user (adults or child). Do 
you have a special custom-made 
seat? Then the seat shell can be 
replaced by the orthosis. Your 
special need is a challenge for 
us!

Accessories & options
The Duet can be expanded with 
various accessories and options. 
Think of a headrest, spokes 
cover, four-point belt or seat 
pants. That is no problem for us! 

View the options on our website 
or inquire with your dealer.

Colors
The Duet is available in the 
following colours:

• Silver grey
• Metallic red
• Metallic blue

The front seat is supplied in 
yellow with blue insert cushions. 
Any other RAL colours are 
available on request.
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About Huka
Developed in Oldenzaal, we have 
been producing bikes that make a 
difference in the world of riders for 
more than 40 years. Your mobility, 
independence and freedom is our 
passion. With a committed team, 
we provide a wide collection of 
innovative bicycles and other 
means of transport with Dutch 
design. You want to learn more 
about the Duet and our 
assortment? Give us a call or visit 
our website! 

26 x 1,75 (47-550)


